The Highest Law:
Standards of Practise
1) Vision Statement
The Highest Law (THL) is a self-development technique for rebalancing karma, that
effectively resolves karmic conflicts and contracts on the level of the soul. Its goal is
to improve all aspects of the life of the User in the here and now, including the material,
physical, mental, and emotional aspects.
We don’t claim to know whether karma exists or not. The process itself can also be
viewed as working on symbols and metaphors using mindfulness based on the law of
attraction.
A person who uses the technique on themselves is called ‘User’, a person who supports
someone else in their process is called ‘Guide’.
The User takes full responsibility for their choices and actions. The User does the work,
and can be supported by the Guide in their process. We as Guides are not trying to “save”
anyone. We acknowledge everyone as being capable of walking their own path.
We as Users and Guides are not trying to change the world, the world doesn't need
changing. We are not trying to lead people anywhere as a movement. It is not a mission.
THL is an independent modality, but it can be combined with other alternative healing
modalities. We promote mutually beneficial cooperation with others. THL isn’t affiliated
with nor does it represent any religions or philosophies.
Using THL requires continuous holistic work on oneself. We aim to accept ourselves fully,
regardless of what we discover about ourselves in the process. We acknowledge the
importance of reaching out for assistance if the process requires an outside perspective
or insight.
We believe that karma is not absolute. There's always a way to make things easier and
more efficient.
I am the soul and the soul is me.
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2) Disclaimer
The Highest Law - Najwyższe Prawo is the intellectual property of Fundacja Golden Ratio
and David Weidemann (from now on referred to the Authors). That includes the technique
and also the educational and promotional materials.
The Authors are the caretakers and developers of the technique.
3) Relationship to Law
Every Guide of THL has the responsibility to inform themselves about the laws
concerning usage of titles, terminology, and standards related to medical professions in
their country of practise and follow them accordingly.
The Authors of the technique and Fundacja Golden Ratio are not responsible for the
Guides’ legal misconduct of any form.
4) Relationship to Self
The Guide is responsible for their own process, mental, emotional, and physical health
and also for continuous work on their standards and the quality of their life.
The Authors of the technique and Fundacja Golden Ratio do not condone conducting the
sessions under influence of any psychoactive substances of any form.
Each Guide accepts responsibility for developing their own career, practise, audience,
and networking opportunities. The Authors of the technique are not responsible for
promoting the Guides.
5) Relationship to Client
It is the Guides’ responsibility to maintain clear communication with their clients about the
conditions of their cooperation, including payment, duration, technical execution, and the
process in general.
The Guide is a subject to confidentiality with regards to all of the clients’ personal
information (including medical history) and any matters disclosed by the client during the
session, unless otherwise obliged by the law.
The Guide is responsible for maintaining a respectful and courteous approach towards
the client.
The principles of THL do not necessitate any contact with the client’s body. The Guide
may include working with the body if they are qualified to do so.
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The Guide is not responsible for the clients physical and/or mental health. The Guide is
obliged to inform the client that it is their responsibility to seek help from medical
professionals if required.
The Authors of the technique do not take responsibility for emotional and other
processes induced by using the technique.
The Authors of the technique do not condone using this technique with minors below 18
years of age.
6) Relationship to the THL Technique
The Guides are to acknowledge that their services and actions influence the reputation of
the technique, therefore they have an obligation to abstain from actions that would put
THL into jeopardy.
If you use THL in your session with the client, we require you to inform the client that you
have used this modality.
We recommend naming all the modalities that you use during your session.
Informing the client should be done in a sensible manner that doesn’t break the flow or
disturb the client. We recommend doing it by the beginning or the end of the session, or
in an email conversation before/after the session.
If clients’ cultural or religious dogma don’t follow the principles of THL, the Guide may
modify the technique accordingly. You can use it as a metaphor for working with the
subconscious mind.
For practical reasons, the Users and Guides can modify the THL technique during their
sessions on themselves or their clients. If you modify the technique, we require you to
inform the client that you are using a modified version of THL.
General updates of the technique in the scope of your training (if there will be any) will
be provided by the Authors or designated Instructors.
Sharing of the THL materials in any form requires written permission of the Authors.
Upon finishing the course, the participants do not receive a certificate. There will
however be a process of verification for the Guides. Verification will result in being listed
on the official THL webpage. Verification is not a part of the official event and is up to
every individual participant.
Only an Instructor certified by the Authors can teach THL, be it the whole process or parts
of it. Including any part of THL in your lectures, materials, workshops, trainings or books
will be seen as a violation and may result in legal action.
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7) Relationship to Other Practitioners and Modalities
We acknowledge the importance and necessity of the medical establishment and
treatments. THL is not a replacement for any professional medical or psychotherapeutic
advice or treatment.
We promote respect to all forms of alternative healing and other guides, practitioners,
facilitators and other fellow professionals.
The Authors of the technique condone cooperation of THL with other self-development
modalities.
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